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The pandemic caused by coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)
caused millions of deaths worldwide. To mitigate the pandemic,
scientists are working on effective therapeutics to cure the patients
however there is still no proper medication to treat the patients. From
all over the world scientists are sharing their contributions related to
disease prevention, epidemiology, diagnosis and treatment of COVID19 disease. This literature review is another contribution, updating the
diagnostic methods and medication effectiveness that could be most
suitable therapeutic options for patients of COVID-19 disease.
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INTRODUCTION
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) was
1
discovered late December at Wuhan, China.
World Health Organization (WHO) declared
COVID-19 pandemic on January 30, 2020.
COVID-19 is a lethal disease which causes
respiratory,
hepatic,
gastrointestinal
and
neurological infections. COVID-19 disease has
asymptomatic transmission, long incubation
2,3
period, no proper medication and vaccine.
Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2
(SARS-CoV-2) belongs to Coronavirus genus of
Coronaviridae family, containing single stranded
RNA with crown shape peplomers. Virus has high
mutation rate which, occurs during transcription
4
which makes coronavirus more lethal.
Still there is no proper medication to cure COVID19 disease infected patients. Scientists are priority
base working on development of therapeutics for
5
treatment of patients. There are many general
treatment methods used to medicate the patients.
For medication purpose ritonavir, lopinavir with
ribavirin, corticosteroids with interferon alfa,
corticosteroids, ribavirin and convalescent plasma
6
to cure the patients. Current literature review
summarized various diagnostic methods and

different medication approaches used to cure
COVID-19 patients.

DIAGNOSIS OF COVID-19
Clinical diagnosis of COVID-19 disease is based
on physical examination, viral nucleic acid
detection method, CT/X-ray imaging and rapid
diagnosing kits based on immune identification
(point-of-care testing (POCT) of IgM/IgG and
enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA).
Physical examination: Clinical sign and
symptoms of COVID-19 patients are mild fever,
cough with spasm, dyspnea, dullness in
percussion and increased or decreased tactile
speech tremor however in severe condition the
clinical sign and symptoms are shortness of
breath, weakened breath sound and moist rales in
lungs.
Nucleic-acid-detection-method:
Coronavirus
nucleic acid is detected with help of highthroughput sequencing method and RT-qPCR
(real time quantitative polymerase chain reaction)
method. Viral samples are taken from
nasopharynx or trachea extract, nasal swabs,
sputum, lung tissue, blood and feces.
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Most accurate methods for diagnosis of COVID19 are virus blood culture and high-throughput
sequencing methods, due to equipment
dependency and high cost, its applications are
limited. Most common and acceptable method is
RT-qPCR for viral detection from respiratory and
blood samples. After COVID-19 outbreak Chinese
companies make an effort for development of
rapid diagnosing RT-qPCR test kits that was
approved by CDC (Chinese Center for Disease
4,7
Control and Prevention)
however other rapid
diagnosing kits were based on antigen or
antibodies such as POCT of IgM/IgG and ELISA
8
kits have been developed.
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viral polymerase enzyme. Remdesivir was used
for the treatment of Covid-19 for the very first time
on an American 35 years old male patient. The
patient was normal and no serious side effects
15
were observed against Remdesivir. This drug
was used on two other COVID-19 patients as well
and they recovered normally. The current dose of
Remdesivir which is under investigation is 200 mg
on the first day which is administered
13
intravenously followed by 100 mg for ten days.

TREATMENT OF COVID-19

Ritonavir/Lopinavir: They are inhibitor of
protease enzyme which is required for the viral
replication. Protease enzyme process the
polyprotein and when this enzyme is inhibited
then viral replication is also halted. These both
drugs were initially developed to regulate the
progression of human immunodeficiency virus
13
(HIV) infection. A study was conducted on 18
patients of Singapore by Young et al in which
Lopinavir/ritonavir was used as a treatment
method in only 5 patients. Out of those 5 patients
2 died due to respiratory failure while 3 had
16
decreased in the requirement of oxygen. Other
cases of use of Lopinavir/ritonavir were also
reported but there was inclusion of other therapies
as well such as corticosteroids. Therefor the data
17-19
couldn't be interpreted properly.

There is no specific medication used at the
current moment for treatment of current
pandemic. Meanwhile the number of patients with
the life-threatening situation is 5-10%. To protect
the world from the current pandemic, researches
throughout the world are working together hand in
hand for the clinical trials of different drugs against
12
COVID-19 declared by WHO (2020).
The
medications that are currently used for COVID-19
are as follows.

There was another study led by Cao et al where
the patients treated with Ritonavir/Lopinavir were
compared with the ones that received standard
care but in result no significant difference was
found. The number of patients under study were
199. In which 99 received Lopinavir/ritonavir while
100 patients were given standard care. Mortality
rate was almost same 19.2% and 25% with
standard care and lopinavir/ritonavir respectively
20
within 28 days of observation.

Remdesivir: Remdesivir was the first drug to be
approved by FDA for the treatment of COVID-19.
Another name used for Remdesivir is GS-5734
which was initially used for Ebola and Marburg
disease as an antiviral agent. This drug was
indicated for treatment of COVID-19 patients
whose age were above 12 years and hospitalized.
1
This drug is broad-spectrum antiviral agent and
when enters in the body then it metabolizes to
makes adenosine triphosphate which is a
nucleotide analogue that selectively targets the
13
polymerases enzyme. This drug doesn't cause
any toxicity in the body because it only targets

Nucleoside analogues: Nucleoside analogues
21
are anti metabolites under study. The examples
23
include favipiravir, remdesivir and ribavirin.
These drugs or chemical compounds ones enter
in the body then copy the nucleosides which are
involved in the synthesis of DNA or RNA, causing
chain termination ultimately cell death. They also
cause inhibition of enzymes which synthesize
22
purines and pyrimidines.
Ribavirin and
remdesivir are under clinical trial for SARS-CoV-2.
Remdesivir as an adenine nucleoside is in phase
III clinical trial for COVID-19 which was initially
26
synthesized for Ebola and Marburg disease.

CT/X-ray imaging: CT/X-ray image of lungs is
important technique for COVID-19 diagnosis
purpose, for false negative result of PCR,
clinicians proposed CT scan that’s results vary
with immunization status, drug interventions, and
4
disease stage. At initial stage of infection, CT
scan shows small patchy-shadows in chest,
however in severe condition, infiltrating-shadow
and pulmonary consolidation with infrequent
3,9
pleural effusion.
Pulmonary lesions are more
8,10
clearly shown in CT scan than X-ray image
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When this drug was tested in-Vitro and on mice
for SARS and MERS disease then it showed
satisfactory activity [27]. Remdesivir was also
effective in removing virus from lungs and
25
improving lung function. On the other hand,
Ribavirin that was previously used for the
treatment of hepatitis C and had been tested for
SARS and MERS corona virus disease is a
23
guanine analogue. According to molecular data
this drug targets RNA dependent RNA
polymerase of the virus and found to be effective
25
against current pandemic. But some side effects
were also observed such as anemia. For most
effective treatment, the drug is taken in
combination with pegylated interferons in lower
24
doses to cause immunization.
Neuraminidase
inhibitor:
Neuraminidase
inhibitor inhibits the neuraminidase activity of
virus. Oseltamivir and baloxavir which are
neuraminidase inhibitor has been approved for
influenza virus. These inhibitors inhibit the
neuraminidase of virus by blocking virus release
from cell. The corona virus doesn't utilize
neuraminidase therefor no such enzyme is used
to inhibit the activity of neuraminidase. Therefor if
a patient is proved to have no influenza then use
of neuraminidase inhibitor should be avoided.
Also, there is no data available for the usage of
13
this inhibitor in COVID patients.
Corticosteroid therapy: Corticosteroid therapy is
used at that time when lung is injured due to
inflammation of lungs caused by lung infection.
This therapy is used at that time when there is no
alternative drug because usage of this therapy
delays the removal of virus from lungs by
increasing the chance of secondary infection. This
mode of therapy has also been used for COVID19 patients and different results were obtained in
26
different analysis.
In one study in critical
patients, the use of this therapy has decreased
27
the death rate while in another study the use of
corticosteroid had worst outcome and delayed the
28
cleansing of virus. When using this therapy for
COVID patients then one must be very careful
regarding the dosage of corticosteroid. Each
patient should be checked individually by
measuring the risk and benefit ratio. The dosage
of methylprednisolone prescribe by Chinese
thoracic society is 0.5-1 mg/kg/day for seven days
29
in selected patients.
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Peptide EK1: Spike protein is common in all
human corona virus and this virus utilize S protein
to enter in the human cell. The S protein of SARSCoV-2 consists of two subunits: S1 and S2. HCoV
utilizes the receptor binding domain (RBD) of S1
to bind with host membrane to cause changes in
the confirmation of S2 by inserting the fusion
peptide in the cell membrane of host. The heptad
repeats 1 (HR1) of S2 subunit forms three highly
conserved and hydrophobic grooves and expose
it on the surface. The HR1 and HR2 fuses with
one another through these grooves. This fusion
cause viral membrane and host in proximity for
entry of virus due to formation of six helix bundle
30
formation
(6-HB).
Many
pharmaceutical
companies used the S protein as target site for
the development of their drug against SARS-CoV2 in order to prevent the entry of virus into host
31
cell.
However, for development of broadspectrum antiviral drug this site is not an ideal
target because this part of the virus is highly
31
mutable. Among the HCoV, as compare to RBD
of S1, the HR region of S2 subunit is highly
conserved. According to studies when peptides
from HR1 interact/bind with HR2 then viral
infection is inhibited because these peptides
inhibit formation of 6-HB and prevent binding of
both viral and host membranes. The OC43-HR2P
peptide has a broad- spectrum activity. There is
another peptide EK1 that is modified form of
OC43-HR2P is more capable of giving better
results. The results were satisfying when EK1 was
tested in-Vivo and administered through nasal
32
route.
Arbitol: This drug is synthesized by a Russian
pharmaceutical
company
named
Russian
34
research chemical pharmaceutical institute. This
drug has a broad-spectrum antiviral activity and
33
was initially used to prevent from influenza virus.
This drug is used in Russia and China for the
33
treatment of respiratory infections. According to
studies report, this drug is effective in case of
36
hepatitis B and C virus as well by preventing the
interaction of virus with the host. In Jan 2020 in
Wuhan city of China a clinical study was
conducted including 67 COVID-19 patients in
which 30 patients remained as controlled group
with no treatment while 36 patients were given
400 mg of umifenovir (arbitol) for three times a
day for nine days. In this study decrease in
mortality was observed 16% in arbitol group than
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control.
There was another study led in
Guangdong, China in Feb 2020 which included 33
COVID-19 patients. In which 17 patients served
as control group receiving 400 mg of lopinavir and
100 mg of ritonavir after every 12 hours while
other 16 patients received the same treatment
with lopinavir and ritonavir but along with that they
also received 200 mg of arbitol after every 8h.
Both control and arbitol groups were kept under
observation for 14 days. Then samples were
taken from patients and detected through RTPCR. 94 % negative results were obtained in
38,39
arbitol group while 53 % in control group.

Informatics, Balochistan University of Information
Technology Engineering and Management Sciences,
Quetta, Pakistan

Antibiotic medications: Antibiotic medications
that are found to be effective for SARS-CoV-2 is
teicoplanin. This drug is a glycopeptide antibiotic
normally prescribed for the treatment of infection
against Gram + bacteria such as staphylococcus
40
and streptococcus bacteria. When the S protein
of virus bind with the ACE2 of host cell then due
to conformational changes in S protein,
40,42
TMPRSS1 becomes activated
and virus
enters the host cell through process of
endocytosis and in late endosome another
enzyme cathepsin L is required for entry of virus
41
in cell cytoplasm. The teicoplanin inhibit this
42
cathepsin L thus prevents the entrance of virus.
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